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Amazing Trains

CHECK CATALOG

Follow ChooChoo and his pals as they take an educational adventure through the history of trains from
steam engines to modern TGVs.

Americano

CHECK CATALOG

Brash young parrot Cuco gets bored with his family’s bird circus and tries to spice up the act. But when
Cuco’s acrobat father Gayo gets hurt, rival bully bird Martin swoops in to take over the show. So, Cuco
heads for Hollywood, hoping to learn daring action stunts from TV star El Americano. Rated G.

Bambi.

CHECK CATALOG

The story of a young deer growing up in the forest. Rated: G.

Release Date: June 2017

Five Fables

CHECK CATALOG

The writing of Nobel Prize-winning poet Seamus Heaney, the narration of comedian Billy Connolly, and
beautiful animation bring to life these five enchanting fables.

Jungle Tales

CHECK CATALOG

When the jungle is threatened by a giant monster, a young Koati rises up to lead the animals in an epic
fight to save their home. As the brave Koati trains to save his family and loved ones all the animals band
together to face Monster in this fun-filled adventure.
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Lego Nexo Knights: Season 3
CHECK CATALOG

Jestro and the Cloud of Chaos/Monstrox move across the land bringing stone to life and forcing the NEXOKnights to fight them over possession of the Forbidden Powers which have the ability, when combined, to
destroy all of Knighton.

Lego Scooby-Doo! Blowout Beach Bash
CHECK CATALOG

Mystery, Inc. heads to Blowout Beach for a real swinging beach party. But when the Ghost Pirates
threaten to harsh the good vibes, it’s up to the Scooby Gang to get the party back on track and save the
day!

Max. 2, White House hero
CHECK CATALOG

Max is assigned to the White House. He meets TJ, a twelve-year-old boy, who is the President’s son.

Minnie’s Happy Helpers
CHECK CATALOG

When Minnie and Daisy are not racing around Hot Dog Hills, they are helping their friends with fun, odd
jobs as The Happy Helpers. And no task is too big or too small for them to tackle! With a quick spin in their
Turn-Styler, the Happy Helpers are ready for anything that comes their way.

My Little Pony Equestria Girls - Magical Movie Night
CHECK CATALOG

Dance Magic: Rarity convinces her friends to enter a music video contest. Movie Magic: Rainbow Dash
is thrilled when she and the rest of the girls are invited to visit the set of the upcoming Daring Do movie.
Mirror Magic: Sunset Shimmer travels to Equestria and invites Starlight Glimmer to visit Canterlot High.
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Octonauts. 12 rescue missions
CHECK CATALOG

Jestro and the Cloud of Chaos/Monstrox move across the land bringing stone to life and forcing the NEXOKnights to fight them over possession of the Forbidden Powers which have the ability, when combined, to
destroy all of Knighton.

Owlegories. Vol. 5, The lion, the lamb, the bread
CHECK CATALOG

Learn about God’s power, the Passover lamb and the bread of life.

Ozzy: the fast & the furriest
CHECK CATALOG

A pampered beagle’s family finds him the very best doggie-spa before going on vacation, but it is revealed
to be a bare-bones “jail” for the worst type of mongrel offenders. Ozzy needs to make new friends and
find hidden reserves of strength in order to break out and find his way home.

Peg + Cat: Peg and Cat Save the World
CHECK CATALOG

The President of the United States summons Peg and Cat to solve a problem of national importance:
Strange signals are coming from space, in a pattern. In part two, Peg and Cat call everyone they know to
save the Earth from a planet-sized pig’s behind.

Power Rangers dino charge : 3-DVD power pack.
CHECK CATALOG

Originally broadcast as episodes of the series in 2015
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Sesame Street. Elmo loves animals
CHECK CATALOG

Over three hours of stories, including Elmo going on a Sesame Street Safari to see all kinds of animals,
Grover hilariously trying to throw a Farm Fiesta but realizing that farm animals don’t like what he likes, and
Paleontologist Elmo learning lots of dino-facts.

Star Stuff: Carl Sagan and the Mysteries of the Cosmos & More Space Adventures
CHECK CATALOG

Four out-of-this-world stories including: Star Stuff: Carl Sagan and the Mysteries of the Cosmos, Moon
Man, The North Star, and Space Case. Includes a Spanish version of Moon Man.

Teen Titans. The Judas contract
CHECK CATALOG

The Teen Titans--Starfire, Beast Boy, Raven, Blue Beetle, Robin, Nightwing and their newest member,
Terra--take on Brother Blood while dealing with their long-time enemy, Deathstroke. RAted: PG-13.

Yu-Gi-Oh! The Dark Side of Dimensions
CHECK CATALOG

Yugi Muto, Seto Kaiba and their faithful friends, set out to recover the Millenium Puzzle, and the stakes
are higher than ever.

